A protein secondary structure database (PSS).
A protein secondary structure database (PSS) has been designed to correlate the Protein Sequence Database of the PIR-International with the atomic coordinates and bond connectivities database of the Protein Data Bank in the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The present database includes secondary structures determined by X-ray diffraction analysis, but not predicted structures. The database currently contains data from both the Protein Sequence Database and the Protein Data Bank Database, and will encompass the NMR database in the future. The main characteristics of the database are as follows: (1) the secondary structures, sites, regions and domains of structural interest are displayed together with protein primary structures; and (2) the secondary structure of a desired length of peptide fragment is displayed upon request, as are the peptide fragment(s) that correspond to a defined secondary structure. This database also has software to indicate amino acid pairs having hydrogen bonds and to count the occurrence frequency of each pair as well as the conformational parameters widely used in semi-empirical methods of secondary structure prediction.